CLUB UPDATE
East Bedfordshire Model Railway Society
Introduction

Issue No 20 March 2017

Welcome to issue 20. Since the last issue we have taken Sutton to Erith (that was
interesting!) and had our own show with Cheriton, which went as well as could be hoped for
considering the logistical challenges. Members will also by now have seen the minutes of the
latest Committee meeting, at which we discussed progress on layouts. There are challenges
(there always will be) but nothing insurmountable, and our collective effort will enable good
progress. Please join in the fun and perhaps learn something new; it may well benefit your
home layout too. Much more on these stories, and more, on the following pages.
In this issue:
Club Notes: Model Rail, 2017 show, Something for the weekend
Layouts: the latest updates for each
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local railtours
Members’ Matters: Dave Sutton and his resin d’etre, Bob Harrold in 1968, Across the pond
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
And finally: A note from the archives…

The Picture
This is near Finchley Road & Frognal station, looking north-west from above the Midland main line;
behind the bridge is West Hampstead station. Top left is West End Lane bridge and station, with a
class 47 heading east on a freightliner service. The bridge pier on the right is about where our model
of Finchley will cease at the west end. The public footpath ‘The Black Path’ runs from adjacent to
Finchley station to West End Lane along the lineside, across this bridge (site!). The Finchley goods
yard extended across the bridge with 2 loops and with sidings at West End Lane, and a roadway
extended from there alongside the loops and sidings fully across the bridge to Finchley Road. Quite
an unusual arrangement! Immediately to the right of the photographer were a couple of carriage
sidings, then allotments up the embankment and the Lithos Road Electricity Works.
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CLUB NOTES
Model Rail magazine
If you recall, Cheriton was photographed in October and we had hoped for a chance to be published in
time to advertise our show. We’ve just learned that it’s planned to be in edition no 235, which is
likely to be around May.
EBMRS Show 2017
To reiterate some of the comments already passed around, the show went as well as could be
expected – circumstances were challenging, with diversions required for Biggleswade town centre,
Stratton School front entrance being closed, and a number of our usual supporters unavailable. The
school caretaker assisted with diversion signs (thanks, Shafiq!) and thankfully we managed to find
some helpers at the 11th hour (thanks, bruv!).
Pretty much all the food was eaten; visitor numbers were a little lower than last year though the
second-hand stall did very well. All the traders and exhibitors were happy and pretty much all would
like to come again next year, good news.
This year I handed out individual ‘rota organisers’ to those
in a pool, and I think they helped, but there are some aspects I will look at adapting for next year.
Next year? We are looking to change the opening hours to 10am to 4:30pm.
And, of course, a big ‘Thank You’ to everyone for their hard work in making all this happen, and to
Dick for setting up a great show.
Something for the Weekend…Erith, January 2017
In a casual discussion about attending Erith it was suggested I write an account of what it’s like to
attend a show. Well, this is it, including the build-up and ups and downs too, highlighting the
organisation required.
Firstly we need an invitation. For Erith we were approached (if I remember correctly) in mid-2015,
some 18 months in advance. Good; that’s that then! Well, actually, through John Wakeman and
the Erith secretary we advised our layout size, operator numbers (8 for Sutton) and its insurance value
(£25,000). 95% of the stock is provided by Bern and Alan Burkinshaw, so at least one of them needed
to be available, and then it’s opened up to club members when the invitation is confirmed.
Booking so far in advance means a long wait, and in the intervening 18 months Sutton has also been
out to Grantham and Ely, and had the main signals removed for repair and preparation for full
operation, including platform indicators. We knew we couldn’t complete that in time for Erith so did
not attempt it. What we did do in the 3 months prior to the show was plan space in the club, then
titivate the scenery, repair damaged buildings and backscene and give the layout a test.
Give the layout a test! For those going we attempted a running session to give novices a learning
session and a refresher for the rest. The fiddle yard wouldn’t work correctly, puzzling Jim for an
evening and preventing a proper test.
He went away and pored over the electrical manual, stating
he had a cunning plan for the following week. Naturally the fiddle yard then worked without Jim
having to do anything! However there was still the advantage that all the contacts had been cleaned,
and if anything the fiddle yard operated better.
Also by December we knew we wanted to take at least 9 people, possibly 10, plus maybe a couple
attending for one day, and I asked John Wakeman to follow up on show and accommodation details.
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John came back with the news that no accommodation had been booked! A mix-up had occurred
between us and them, no-one to blame, but John and Alan Burkinshaw engaged in some quick
negotiations. As a one-off we wanted an extra room above the 4 intended anyway, but we also
offered to make a contribution towards costs in view of the exceptional circumstances. Thankfully
that settled it all down and we had 5 twin rooms for 9 of us in Dartford. About now we advised Jon in
the Roundabout Club bar that we would like access on the Friday afternoon and Sunday evening, and
thankfully there were no events on and the Club would be open for us – their goodwill is important!
We also need to eat when we are away and we don’t always get a hotel serving food, so John Jenkins
investigated suitable pubs close to the hotel. Time dictated that this time we would eat at the hotel
on Friday evening, and John found a decent pub about 25 minutes’ walk from the hotel for Saturday
evening – we made sure we booked a table.
Transport – reminders to drivers they needed to arrange paying the Dart Charge over the Thames.
Alan Burkinshaw would drive himself to the show, so we needed to get 8 transported efficiently. Jim
volunteered to book the van, so he was driving. Michael has a large car and he volunteered to drive
too, so then a raft of emails and conversations took place to organise us – Jim would pick up Bern in
Clifton (no, not Bernie Clifton) and Alastair in Broom. Simon would drive up from Luton to pick up
me and Bob in Arlesey and Stotfold, so between us we could manage all the baggage and stock boxes.
John Jenkins met us in Sandy after catching a bus from Gamlingay, and I only discovered later that the
bus times meant he’d spent quite some time waiting in the cold. Sorry John!
One month or so before the show Alan and Bern will be preparing their stock – cleaning wheels,
checking couplings, repairs etc.
Two Tuesdays before the show we pack up the layout and the following week make sure we have
everything together. No we haven’t! mid-week emails remind us to pick up the control panel
transport frame and the first aid kit, and we’d forgotten to arrange Michael’s EBMRS sweatshirt, all of
which we resolved on the day.
Overall it’s a lot of stuff to take and we would benefit from a list to
manage it by.
Friday arrives and hopefully no-one reports in sick! We all managed to arrive at the club around 2pm,
we let Jon know we are loading the van and set to, moving all the stuff downstairs.
Loading the
stuff on the van is a bit of an art, a 3D puzzle. Squeeze the layout by the cab, legs stuffed on one side
to stop lateral movement and then control panels, town scene and the various boxes, chairs, curtain
and lights, all arranged for minimum movement, and then tuck the stock boxes and oddments in last
of all.
A quick nod to Jon we’ve done and it’s off, a little earlier than we planned but you never know what
the A1 and M25 will be like. At least in Michael’s car we have bags of toffee and fudge to keep us
going in between conversation and banter, and we had a nice, gentle, uneventful journey. This time
it was to the hotel first as we couldn’t access the college until 6pm. Time enough to decide who is
rooming together, drop off bags and go to the bar for a quick one!
It’s only about 6 miles to the college but in Friday evening traffic. My Google maps decides to guide
us via back roads including about 1.5 miles on a single track lane, thankfully without any issues. We
know in advance that we at the west end of the college, Jim manages to park the van very close to
the doors, and away we go unloading everything to our designated area. Then Bern asks if we have
enough space... It seems not, but I borrow a measure to make sure. The only way we would
practically fit would be to have the whole of the station hidden behind the adjacent layout and the
fiddle yard tucked into the next classroom! We quickly found the show organiser and luckily he
moved us forward to an area not yet occupied by two smaller stands, a much better position with
plenty of space behind us. So, pick up the layout, tool boxes etc and move them again by about 30
feet. At least we hadn’t already erected the layout and then had to move it, a la Nottingham! This
also meant we had to carefully align the layout to leave enough room in front for the public and still
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be able to manoeuvre behind by a fixed podium. In two teams we split down the layout, fitted the
legs and aligned them all by eye – we hadn’t done it like that before but it worked very well, it’s then
simply a case of slotting in the in-between boards and bolting up, levelling etc.
With all this going on it’s about 8:15 before we head back to the hotel, and this time Mr Burkinshaw
takes a wrong turn on the way back and has to call us for the hotel postcode find his way back. A
quick tidy up and straight to the hotel restaurant to order food, several people have fish which looks
like it’s been sunbathing rather than swimming, and it’s gone 9pm before the meal is finished with no
time for pud, so we have to stick with drinks (some of us had beer).
Saturday morning arrives quickly, rise before 7:00 as we need to be at the show by 8:30. We get a
good breakfast and plenty of fluids, because it will be a busy day and breaks may be limited, and get
there on time. We then have to clean the track, put stock in suitable places, dot vehicles around
the layout and ensure the scenery is up to scratch and see the layout is working. The show opens at
10am and we are just about ready.
Saturday was relatively problem-free (Bob did have to fix a couple of point blades) so the main issue
was tea and lunch – the organisers provided tickets to have two drinks and a lunch each, each day.
Lunch was beef lasagne with baked beans and coleslaw (!). We all had a go at operating something on
the layout with the chance for a quick wander round the show and the day finished quickly as always.
This time we had a chance for a freshen up before our 25 minute walk through Dartford to find the
pub we’d booked. It was a good choice, even with having to return the first couple of cloudy pints,
we had some good food (eventually – we always seem to have to wait!) and a good chat and a laugh.
We were even asked by another party if we were some kind of a club, they thought we seemed like
intellectuals! Back to the hotel, bed, zzzzzzzz, breakfast again but 30 minutes later for Sunday.
Paul Moss travelled down for the day, otherwise the morning was again uneventful. Then I went to
lunch at 12:00, and on my return nothing was running on the main arrival line and Jim was under the
layout. If nothing is running on the main arrival, you soon run out of trains on the main out too – so
cue lots of shunting and branch operations whilst Jim continued and I tried to assist. Point motors
dropped, contacts cleaned, plugs checked, dry joints sought. Nothing. The show organiser turned
up and stated, loudly, the judges had voted us as best layout! We gathered for a photo with the shield
whilst Jim was still quietly swearing under the boards. Nearly 3 hours passed by, nothing. Jim got the
book of words out and we traced the rail numbering, with Jim starting to pull on the offending wire to
trace it along its length. Suddenly there was a call of “who is driving that?”. Jim’s wire-pulling had
done enough to resolve it temprarily, the power had been left on for testing and a train had made its
own way down the layout and through the offending section before anyone picked up a controller to
guide it into the station! At this point Jim finally got his lunch – at 3pm – which was chicken and roast
spuds by the way. On his return the layout was still not fully working; we spent the last hour having
to ‘assist’ trains over the dead section, the issue meant not everyone got a chance to operate some
sections they’d wanted to. And all the toffees had gone by then too; a slightly ignominious end to a
trophy-winning day.
Coming up to closing time the stock gradually starts to disappear into boxes and at 4pm it’s a full-on
collect it all together and dismantle it. Again, two teams of 4 and the layout came down quickly. By
this time it had begun raining. The first couple of small vans away from where we’d parked had
churned up the grass, needing several people pushing in the rear. It wasn’t looking good for getting
our bigger van out, and we’d now got it fully loaded too. A quick scout around discovered there was
an alternative route around the back of the college providing we could squeeze the van through an
adjacent gate, but we still had to get the van off the grass. It turns out the van was rear-wheel drive.
With the rear wheels only 3 feet from the tarmac it still took 5 of us pushing the van to get it there; if
it was the other way around we may still have been there the next day! Then it was a careful
backwards/forwards routine to ease through the gate and we were away, just under 1.5 hours from
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show closing, through the horrible evening rain and spray all the way home. A very big thank you to
Jim and Michael for doing all the driving.
How would I summarise it all? Stretched arms and backs from carrying the layout, splinters, knocks,
tired legs from standing, tired eyes from driving. Aching teeth from an excess of toffees, a varied diet
(!), frustrations and a little swearing. A great model railway when it works (and it does and it will!),
an unexpected trophy, 9 mad men, humour, conviviality and camaraderie. A great weekend, why
would you want any other hobby?
Here’s part of the Erith team – those missing were Paul Moss and Michael (stage left), Alan Burkinshaw
(stage right) and Jim Godden, on his hands and knees under the layout at this particular moment –
which probably has something to do with Simon’s expression! The shield is being presented by the
Erith Exhibition Manager, Paul Plummer.

We shall be back at Erith with Cheriton in January next year, though we shall be most unlikely to be
able to accommodate 9 or 10 people. We shall see what to do later in the year.
EBMRS Web Pages
As a casual note, I see our web site has recorded about 1,000 hits since the beginning of the year; I’d
like to think it’s not just members having a look!
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
I like to have an occasional visit to David’s Bookshop in Letchworth for their second-hand railway
books, and on a recent visit a chance purchase of an old BackTrack Annual turned out some interesting
traffic information for the Tottenham & Hampstead Railway. This line linked with Temple Mills yard
and the docks in the east, and in the west it split 3 ways close by Kentish Town shed – south to St
Pancras (the route for Tilbury boat trains), north to Brent yard (with onward links to the North London
line at Acton) and the Midlands, and lastly directly to the North London Line at Gospel Oak, just two
stations from Finchley. The notes concern traffic in the 50s and just into the early 60s, and although
some traffic would have gone via the Brent route, much would have travelled through Finchley.
Coal featured strongly as expected, along with cement, car parts and imported fruit (particularly
bananas), with ‘general merchandise’ making up the rest. As has been noted previously, freight
trains worked between the major London yards with only lone interlopers as stopping/pick-up
workings.
The correspondent notes that in the 50s there was a daily working from Norwood to Temple Mills with
a C2X, giving way to class C from about 1957, with regular Bricklayer’s Arms Q1, and N and U 2-6-0.
U1 31892 was seen regularly during 1959. From the SW side the Q1 and 700 classes were regular, and
even W 2-6-4T were seen. In fact, supporting this I have seen the W class was used on trains to Ferme
Park. 73001, based on the WR, was seen running light on 30/7/59.
To the east, the GN linked at Harringay towards Finchley. J6 64196, 64223 and 64233 were often
seen, but if Hornsey was short on locos you could get a borrowed New England WD 2-8-0, or a J52, J50
or even a N1 tank.
A regular lunchtime working was an oil train from the eastern docks with a B1, K3 or even a B12.
Staple classes on freights were J17, J19, J20, J39, Stratford’s BR 2-6-0, WD 2-8-0, K3, B1, B12. The K4
was seen more than once, and even a N7. The diesel era brought classes 15, 16, 21, 24 and 31.
There were no scheduled passenger workings from the T&H through Finchley, but there were regular
additional workings from GE and Southern territory, and many worked to events at Harringay Stadium,
such as troop gatherings or Billy Graham Evangelical meetings which regularly brought Bulleid light
pacifics. Also regularly seen were N and U 2-6-0, Q1 and BR Standard 5 from the Southern, whilst GE
power saw K1, K3, B1, B2, B12 and B17. Metro-Cammell DMUs were seen on excursions from 1958.
Daybreak regularly saw a parcels/newspaper train with GE F5, J68 or J69 tank locos. The route was
used for transferring GN locos to the GC section (A3, V2, L1 noted), and vice-versa, with A5 tank
69814 moving to Kings Cross in 1960 – but I suspect these used the Brent – Acton line. Clan 72009
was trialled on the GE section in 1958, so may have come through Finchley. The comment ‘the only
verified working of a GWR loco on the North London & T&H’ states City of Truro worked the line in
association with a Doncaster Works excursion from Kings Cross on 21/4/60 – she then failed with a hot
box near Peterborough. Other than that, any excursion traffic from the Western had a change of loco
in the Acton/Willesden area.
If we assume these were equally likely to have travelled the North London, then it is quite an addition
to what we had already discovered, and continues to fascinate; where else could you see such variety?
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We are re-supplying and so we have just been working through laying cork on the last 5 baseboards.
We are now having to plan out the track alignments, magnet positions and loco lift positions so that
we may start to fit track. There is plenty of scope for anyone to be involved in this. Alongside this
there is the need to progress electronics, so whilst Jim has been doing virtually everything (and a
thoroughly decent job), the workload requires other volunteers. Bern, Dave Sutton and Roy have
stepped up, but don’t just leave it to them - there will be some of the more straightforward aspects
that could be done by anyone. Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards
without having to set up any of the fiddle yard section.
We are also working through a plan of action to maintain progress, which will include extra work
nights at the club on an ‘as required’ basis.
Baseboards
 Baseboard K requires a thorough check of track width settings at crossings, and as we progress
we shall sense-check the remaining boards.
 Fiddle yard boards need cork underlay cut and glued.
 Finalise trestle arrangement when delivered from Dave
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed. Andy has handed the box to Jim, we shall see what is
required.
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points
identified. This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a
key part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters.
Items to be identified and purchased.
 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock, and we need to consider the robustness of the fixings.
 As fiddle yard boards progress we need to fit the pre-built track and infill the remainder.
 Uncoupling magnet positions have been determined. Items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Jim has a plan for the lighting assembly using LED strips, its attachment to the layout has been
considered by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 We still need to obtain a good station sign print – options to be explored.
 Platform buildings are complete but require painting. There will be a few outbuildings for the
yard to consider. The Electricity Works would be a nice addition but may not be practical; it
is big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley requires building, with the final
positioning of buildings to be considered.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond. Simon has been to get some supporting photos courtesy of his
privileged employment position atop 7 storeys of scaffolding in Lithos Road!
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These views are all taken looking north from the south side of the railway line

In this panoramic view you can make out Finchley station (just, arrowed), and Lithos Road is on the
right of the picture.
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
Jim repaired the fiddle yard electrics before Erith show, and now has a plan for getting the signals to
operate. This requires a group effort, for instance to fit the operating rods whilst electrics are
arranged. The target is to complete this by the end of June.
I also like the idea of producing a ‘Quick Guide’ for assembling the layout. It’s all too easy to assume
we know what we are doing, but it doesn’t always work out like that – especially with the various
bolts used!
Actions list:
Baseboards
 The protective ends will be replaced at some point (Dave Sutton has a plan), but they remain
usable for now. Dave is also progressing the new support beams.
Electrics
 The electrical fault that occurred at Erith has had an initial check through and a fault found in a
point motor, but the whole layout requires a test, so we are likely to do this during Spring.
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
 Platform roof glazing bars need care – a full repair was made in advance of the Erith show, but
there are often some broken ones to resolve through transit damage or slightly careless track
cleaning.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs

CHERITON BISHOP
Cheriton may well have an invite for October (tbc), and as per Sutton, I like the idea of producing a
‘Quick Guide’ for the layout’s assembly.
Actions:
Presentation
Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the opposite
strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun.
Show preparation
Should the invite to TADRail be confirmed then we shall need to erect, test and clean the layout
during September.
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AYLESBURY TOWN
The particular challenge for Aylesbury currently is that two of the protagonists have just entered/are
just entering fatherhood, naturally a significant distraction for them from the more serious matter of
building this layout.
Along with Erith & our own show it means progress has largely stalled in the
last few months. I think this demonstrates the opportunity fro members to step up and get more
involved, maybe even taking a lead in ‘managing’ the layout’s progress? It’s easier said than done, I
know; clearly we need more than just asking you to get involved, but getting together and working up
a plan should be just the impetus it needs.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Alastair is
planning to progress this.
Trestles
 For storage we are considering hanging the legs on wall brackets. Dave Sutton has something
that should be appropriate, so we need to test its suitability and practicality.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Anyone can get involved, nothing
fancy required.
Track
 Fiddle yard to be designed, some initial sketches are being considered
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track will be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic sections.
Future elements:
Electrics
 DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes will be suitable for Aylesbury, at possibly half the cost of
buying new.
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unless stated
2017
4-Apr
11-Apr
18-Apr
25-Apr
2-May
9-May
16-May
23-May
30-May
6-Jun
13-Jun
20-Jun
27-Jun
29-Aug
5-Sep
26-Sep
Sat 14-Oct

CLUB TIMETABLE

Committee meeting

Target for newsletter 21
Committee meeting
Consider Cheriton test & clean
Target for newsletter 22
Possible date for Cheriton to attend TADRail, at Wing.
Committee meeting

26-Dec

Target for newsletter 23

Alan Cooper

Activity notes

Sutton likely to be erected & tested during April

28-Nov

2018
Sat 27-Jan &
Sun 28-Jan
Sat 17-Feb
Sat 28-Apr &
Sun 29-Apr
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Cheriton Bishop at Erith Model Railway Show
EBMRS show
Sutton at West Essex Model Railway Show, Romford (TBC)
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date
1
1
1
4

Time
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

Organiser

Event

Railtour
Model Event
Model Event
LCGB

5 Apr

Railtour

6 Apr
8 Apr
11 Apr

RCTS-MK
Model Event
RCTS-C

11 Apr

RCTS-H

20 Apr

Steph. LS

22 Apr
26 Apr
27 Apr
29 Apr
30 Apr
30 Apr –
1 May
2 May
3 May

Model Event
HMRS
Stev. LS
Model Event
Model Event

LCGB
Collector Event

4 May

RCTS-MK

6
6
9
9

Model Event

May
May
May
May

12 May

Model Event
Model Event
RCTS-H
RCTS-C
18:45

NLRHS

13 May
13 May
14 May
20 May
25 May

Railtour
Model Event
Model Event
Model Event
Stev. LS

30 May

RCTS-W

31 May

HMRS

1 Jun
3 Jun
4 Jun

RCTS-MK
Model Event
Railtour

6 Jun

LCGB

Alan Cooper

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

The Cathedrals Express, Kettering to Hanwell, 2 x Class 47/5
31A MRC show, Sawston
Tring & District MRC show, Pitstone
The GN and LNWR Joint Line After 20 years, Robin Cullup
The Cathedrals Express, Kings Cross – Chesterfield, 2 x Class
47/5
A Life Working in the Railway Industry, Stephen Barker
16mm Narrow Gauge Modellers national show, Peterborough
Doncaster Station past and present, Bryan Longbone
The Thameslink Programme - London Bridge Redevelopment
James Elford
The Stephenson Locomotive Society Photograph Collection,
Keith Greenwood
De Havilland MRS show, Welwyn
The Art and Science of Train Planning
Preservation in France, Michael Bunn
Luton MRC O gauge show, Hitchin
Hoddesdon MRC Extravaganza, Broxbourne
Buckinghamshire Railway Society steam gala and model
railway show, Quainton
All Change at Cricklewood, John Downing
Joe Lock Model Railways, Hertford
'Half a Century of Railway Signalling Engineering - The Middle
Years', Charles Weightman
Hope Methodist model railway show, Rushden
South West Herts MRS show, Bushey
Picture Postcard Rambles, The Hope Valley Line, Stephen Gay
The Impact of Railways on Cambridgeshire, Tony Kirby
Railway archaeology and renaissance at Kings Cross, Rebecca
Haslam
Kings Cross – York, 86259 or 2 x Class 47/5
Brambleton MRC outdoor open day, Harpenden
Beds & Bucks Narrow Gauge Modellers show, Barton-le-Clay
Ely & District MRC show, Ely
AGM and Steve Lacey – 92 Squadron’s return to Steam
Enfield's Railway History Part 3, Trams & the Piccadilly Line
a good friend of the Branch, Dave Cockle
A guided evening stroll around the old railway town of
Wolverton
'Diesels in the Sixties', David Percival
Kettering & District MRS show, Kettering
The Peak Forester, 61306 Kings Cross –Rowsley & return
South of the Border – Black and White Steam in the 50s and
60s, David Kelso
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

11 Jun
13 Jun
27 Jun
29 Jun
1 Jul

Organiser

Event

Model Event
RCTS-H
RCTS-W
Stev. LS
Railtour

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

Corby & District MRS show, Market Harborough
Steam on Shed, David Percival
The History of Doncaster Station, Bryan Longbone
Talyllyn Railway, David Mitchell
The Yorkshireman, Flying Scotsman Kings Cross to York

There are no railway-themed meetings for Sandy Transport Society this period.

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
Stev. LS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Steph. LS
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 1

Great Northern/ECJS Clerestory Stock. Or Cut n shut & hack it about – Dave Sutton
So when you model a company like the GN, and the manufacturers of ready to run stock and kits don’t
make what you want what do you do? How about taking something they already make and use that as
a starting point.
So for this I’m taking one Hornby Railroad Gresley Teak coach (well several) and turning them into a
ECJS 53’6” Clerestory locker 3rd.
For a while I’ve been working on various 3D printed locomotives that I helped (in a small way) to bring
to fruition. Doing 4 pre-grouping locomotives at a time was enjoyable but a bit mentally stretching, so
for a change I dug out a project I started a while ago and decided to finish it.
The Hornby RR coaches can be had on Ebay for about £6 each if you buy them in lots of 3-4, I have
about 10 which I paid £50 for a couple of years ago. They are not a bad moulding with some fairly
crisp beading lines but they are a scale 5’ short, They should be 61’ but are something like 55-56’.
This doesn’t matter and in fact is a bit of a bonus as the windows are a bit tight for Gresley, but for
this they are a pretty good match on the width.
They come apart easily, just unclip the
bogies, then the body at the ends and then
the coach ends slide off. The interior is put
to one side for re-use as well as the
underframe. The bogies are 8’ and I will
probably re-use these too as they aren’t a
bad moulding and a new set with sideframes
will add another £10 to the build. This may
not seem like much but this coach is
actually a master to cast 3 in Resin, so £10
becomes £30.

With the coach in pieces the sides are sawn
from the roof, because of the window and
door layout one and a half coaches were
required for this one with the remainder
put aside for the following master.
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Obviously it is essential to have a good drawing of
what you want to make, along with as much other
info as you can find. Photos of early coaching stock
are a bit thin on the ground as everyone pointed the
camera with expensive film at the loco or people. I
chose this one as only 3 were built and it was 53’6 so
I could use the RR underframe after shortening it.
So how do you make the windows fit......with a razor
saw!

I made a simple jig from ply so I could cut the
sides as near to 90* as possible then tidied
them up with a file. After an evening I had the
basics of the sides although there is work to do
on the window height.

.
Then using plastic strip of various sizes I
resized the window frames to the smaller
size

The Clerestory roof is simply made from
Plasticard with several laminations for the
main roof profile filed to shape.
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The carriage ends are altered with the
addition of windows and some strip added
to change the profile where the roof
intersects with the body side

When these were done a casting box was
made using plasticine and plasticard. The
mould itself is cold cured silicon rubber and
done in 2 pours, one for the bottom and
then the top so that the mould is in 2
halves.
Second pour.

The carriage ends are required for multiple
coaches so they are kept to remake moulds
from, so to make the master cast ends are
used. This may not seem like good practise
but there is no shrinkage on a part this
small. The coach is then made up into a
basic shell and filled with as much care
taken as possible as any flaw is just going to
show again....and again...and again..
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The plasticard extensions to the sides are to
aid the production of the mould and will be
sacrificial resin when the coaches are cast.
The near complete body shell.

I’ve never cast anything this big so this is a
real learning curve for me! In front of the
coach is the next one which is a 48’ luggage
van, this will be cast as single sides to make
up like a kit.

.
When the master is done it’s time to make
a mould, for this one I’m using cheap Wilco
lego/blox as when I cast I want to be able
to support the mould and they can be
built/removed over and over around the
mould whereas a box would have to be slid
over, which with the 2 minutes curing time
of the resin could prove too awkward.
With the box built a first pour for the
outside of the coach is made
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The ‘legs’ you see on the coach bottom are
vent holes for the resin when it’s poured. As I
hand mix air gets trapped in the resin and so
when gravity takes over it needs to find its
way out of the mould, the flange which I’ve
added to the coach side is so that when the
resin shows in the vent holes I know the mould
is full, hopefully this is where any air will end
up too.
Some grooves are cut into the mould to make
some guides for aligning.
After the first pour has cured the inner core
needs pouring.

Something needed for this is a solid
core that can be removed, this means
the inner mould has stability when
casting but can be folded in on itself
when de-moulding. I’ve used some ply
(I’ve so much) and covered it in
Sellotape, this keeps the inner core
stable when casting but when
removed means the inner core can be
folded up to get it out.
Here is the mould ready for the first
cast.

So far it is working well and
performing as expected, There
are air bubbles which I could get
rid of if I had a vacuum chamber,
as I haven’t got one then I use
filler made from cyano
(superglue) and talc which sets
like concrete.
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I’m trying 2 different sorts of resin to
cast with, this is the 3rd cast from the
mould with one type

And this is the 2nd type of resin.
This seems more susceptible to air
being trapped, the body does have
more flexibility though and can be
twisted quite a bit without showing
any stress, whereas the initial resin
used would break if subjected to the
same.

I need to cast the underframe tanks and other ancillary equipment then I’ll pick the best 3 bodies to
use. The paint technique I’ll try this time will be a Mike Trice one, if not I’ll dry brush as I have
before.
Dave
Feb 2017
PS these coaches aren’t the reason you’ve waited for Finchley Roads beams, it’s because I can’t be
arsed to do them......:-)

MEMBERS' MATTERS 2
4th August 1968 and The End of Steam – Bob Harrold

Given the current state of Aldingham I approach our exhibition’s 2nd hand stall more to see if
there’s any interesting books than rolling stock. Thus it was last February when I picked up
’BR Steam Surrender’ by Roger Siviter for a quick scan. As with most photobooks I look for
interesting text and in John Bird’s introduction I was drawn to a paragraph that started “Of
course, that wasn’t the end of steam. The following day, August 4th, the enthusiasts’
Societies had booked no fewer than six railtours which were to chase each other around
Lancashire in a complex series of manoeuvres…. The RCTS railtour which I photographed…
was … 4 hours late… the participants probably felt rather weary when they finally reached
Euston at 2 am the following morning!”
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It was one of those ‘yes I know. I WAS THERE!!’ moments and, indeed, it’s a slightly eerie
feeling to see something in print that I had actually experienced as I was on that railtour.
A full account is available at http://www.sixbellsjunction.co.uk/60s/680804he.html and is
taken from the RCTS’ Railway Observer October 1968 issue which used a number of
eyewitness accounts. So I’m not going to go through a blow by blow account, but willadd
some personal memories – not that there are that many, we are talking about nearly 50 years
ago. To set it in the context of the late 1960s, steam traction had gradually disappeared from
different parts of the country as diesels and electrics were introduced. Certainly it had
disappeared from Coventry by the time of the WCML electrification; of my rail journeys for
University interviews in early 1966 there was only one view of a steam loco on an overbridge
in Sheffield. University friend and gricer Paul mentioned that he’d come from East Anglia to
Nottingham at the same time and was pleasantly surprised to see a B1 rumbling through
London Road High Level station having had steam engines absent since 1962/3. But later in
the year there was nothing thereabouts, except for a J94 shunting coal wagons into and out
of a local power station at Lenton Triangle and a dead 8F at Colwick.

Manchester Victoria, sometime around November 1967
- cold day, blizzard at High Peak, stood around hot
braziers under water cranes to keep warm, BR
sandwiches, typically grey, murky Manchester.
Above: 8F with small snow plough standing on through
line having drifted down from Miles Platting. Multiple
points of steam leakage indicate the state of some
locos.
Below: Black 5s on centre road waiting banking duties
eastwards up Miles Platting bank.
I returned to Nottingham leaving Central behind a
Peak +8/9 past a floodlit Maine Road where Man City
had just beaten Spurs 4-1 announcing the Bell, Lee,
Summerbee era!

BR’s strategy was to phase steam traction out
as quickly as possible with its last major
usage in the North West. Paul and I managed
to get some trips to Manchester
Victoria/Exchange over the Peak Forest line
during 1967/8 – with 8Fs at the limestone
works and an arrival at Manchester Central –
and a Manchester/Peak District railtour on
which we travelled one weekend from
Coventry, then, back at Nottingham, went out
to photo the repeat tour a week after. We
soon realised that the last trains were due to
run in August 68.

Black Five shunting on the through roads on the north
side of Manchester Victoria. The lines and platforms
here are still in use, however the surroundings have
probably changed. Note the colour light signals.

Most of you will be familiar with the famous ’15 Guinea’ BR special to Carlisle and back over
the S & C on the following weekend but such a price was beyond a student’s wallet, and, in
any case, there would be difficulties getting to and from Liverpool/Manchester from Coventry
where I lived during the holidays with my parents.
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17th February 1968
Top: Black 5 shunting in terminal platforms at Victoria;
these were predominantly for the side contact Bury
electrics. The Metrolink lines on a pretty sharp 90o curve
and platforms now occupy this area.
Above: 8F 48380 on an eastwards through freight at
Victoria having travelled through Exchange.
Below: Standard Cl. 5 73000 at Manchester Exchange
(closed to passenger services in 1969) engaged on shunting
duties. Exchange was the ex-LNW station for services
westwards to Liverpool and North Wales. There was a long
continuous platform (one of the longest in Britain I
believe) to Victoria – a good walk from one end to the
other which is shown in the 8F photograph above.
the centre roads to the right almost always had a Black 5
or two, and later BR/Sulzer type 2s (Cl. 25s), waiting to
bank freights heading for Miles Platting bank.
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So I booked onto the RCTS tour which stopped
at nearby Rugby. Whereas there are roughly
hourly trains nowadays, back then Sundays
were nearly no-go on BR with much
engineering works and less of a travel market
(Sunday closing, no sports matches). So it was
a once every 2 hours local service, albeit in a
spanking new AM10 emu, that was timed to
arrive about 10 minutes after the special left.
Thus I was up extra early and endured a
scheduled wait of 1 h 50 on Rugby Midland
(note ‘Midland’ as Rugby Central was still
open, but only for another 10 months) – not
the most welcoming of stations even though
there was a constant procession of ALs1-6
rushing by at, then, high speed. Sod’s law had
it, of course, that the special was about 15
minutes late already so the later train would
have sufficed and I’d have had more sleep,
which began to become more relevant as the
day went on. It was a presage of what was to
come as the tour simply got later and later
throughout the day. I remember Manchester
Victoria being totally packed with
enthusiasts – we were the 5th special out of 6
to arrive – packed 4 or 5 deep on its many
platforms. I thought that Kodak were doing
well that day. The weather was good, but
progress was slow as we drifted around
Lancashire’s railways thinking that we were
doing something we probably wouldn’t do
again – be hauled by BR steam locomotives
on the national railway. It was an ‘end of an
era day’ and not one of BR’s brightest. As
Bird noted: “.. several tours required use of
the same locomotives (there weren’t that
many at that time to choose from) … there
were engineering works on some of the
lines…and the condition of some of the
engines used was far from satisfactory.” The
railtour covered some lines which have now
vanished and others in a different use. A
Brush 4 (cl.47) took us from Stockport to
Manchester Victoria via Reddish South (whose
current sole weekly ‘Parly’ service now runs
on Friday morning northwards only).
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The line to Rochdale via Oldham was one of the later conversions to Manchester’s Metrolink
tram service; the lines from Rochdale to Bolton via Bury and Skipton to Colne both closed in
1970 (although there are attempts to have the latter reopened).
I remember bits of the tour round the mill country north of Manchester and Black 5s running
round the train at Hellifield, but many of the details are long gone or, at the time, were just
a repetitive blur.
What I did remember was an RCTS officer coming round the train announcing that the final
section around Liverpool would have to be curtailed as we were so late (and there may be
some recompense). This resulted in 70013 taking us direct to Stockport where it stood
illuminated in the station lights for quite some time before moving northwards back to shed a
lasting image as I’ve always liked the Brit’s proportions. It made its final disposal journey
light engine to Norwich for onward road transport to Bressingham the next morning. I’m
pretty certain I got to my bed around 2 am Monday morning having probably walked to my
parents’ house from Coventry station. Feeling ‘rather weary’ wasn’t the preserve of those
who finished at Euston as, having got up about 6.30 am for my holiday job with Coventry
Parks Dept., about mid-morning I almost nodded-off leaning on the fork I was using. As a
postscript, I later received a cheque for £1 10s (£1.50) as recompense for the shortened
journey – not bad considering the ticket price was £5 or so.
I’ve included some photographs of that time – I only had an Ilford Sportsman then and
comparing it to a modern SLR is like comparing a 4F to a Class 68.
Unfortunately the slides of the August 4th trip didn’t scan well enough for printing. The
captions are as accurate as memory and the odd note on the back of the prints serve.

Railtour at Stalybridge 20th April 1968.
Double-heading Standard Class 5s - 73069 (left) train engine with Caprotti 73134 (right) piloting.
As Don Bilston sang: ‘When you fire a Caprotti get a cast-iron back!’

Researching and putting this together has been an interesting exercise; in particular the RCTS
report, an actual ‘primary’ historical source of information, filled in much of the factual
background I had either forgotten or never knew. Fragments, such as the floodlit Maine Road
and Don Bilston’s song, came back almost accidentally.
If any of you were about in the late 60s, can correct any of the details or were even present
on the August 4th/11th specials I’d be glad to hear from you.
Bob Harrold (Dec 2016)
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(ex)-MEMBERS' MATTERS 3

Chris Cottrell is a former member, now living in Canada. He contacted us a short while back
to say hello to all who remember him, with a note about his layout.
This is a module from Chris’ N gauge DCC layout, which has won 3 trophies. It’s called
Where Is It Junction, with 80 locos operated from a Digitrax system, some with DCC sound
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail
No news to report
Great Northern & ECML route
Seen on Facebook recently has been a passionate discussion about the lack of disabled access at
Biggleswade station. I remember lifts being there in the early seventies, but they went soon after,
and now the whole footbridge is a new structure, with step-only access to platforms. Network Rail
advises Sandy is the closest station with step-free access. People have been demanding new lifts,
disabled toilets, staff assistance and sloped bridge access without any consideration of what is needed
to achieve it (normal for Facebook?) One person claimed money isn’t a consideration!
It’s interesting to see the station usage figures (ins and outs) for 2015/16:
Arlesey
Biggleswade
Sandy
St Neots
Hitchin
Letchworth

667,602
992,082
527,172
1,340,514
3,199,352
1,861,902

Of these, St Neots, Hitchin and Letchworth have all had new lifts in 2014, with St Neots getting a
completely new covered footbridge and lifts at a cost of £6m! The rail authorities are continuing a
programme of accessibility improvements, so maybe Biggleswade will get them yet. But not soon –
the station is not listed for anything in the current budget plan. Perhaps they need to break the
million usage barrier?
Virgin Trains has just completed a refurbishment of all its ECML trains, but it was interesting to note
that they still hire in East Midlands-liveried HST power cars, as pictured at Peterborough by Julian.
This was on the occasion of Tornado passing through, as well as Evening Star. No, not that one –
66779 is now named so.

Tornado is pictured on the next page.
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Lancashire, Derbyshire and East Coast Railway

Image by Ben Brooksbank
Fledborough station is on the route between Tuxford and Lincoln and adjacent to the now closed High
Marnham power station. The station was closed in 1955, but freight continued on the line until it was
closed in 1980 following a derailment. A group of enthusiasts is promoting restoration of the station
and a short length of track as an embryonic preservation scheme “The North Notts Railway”, with a
museum base on the site of the old power station.
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NOTICE BOARD
Having just renewed our membership cards,
here’s a reminder that it entitles you to a
discount of 10% (on non-sale items) on its
presentation at KS Models in Stevenage.
Continued from No 10 –
 Oerlikon units – we continue to wait for
news of London Road Models adding the
underframes to their catalogue. In
association with these units, there were, of
course, the 1927 LMS GEC units. Pete
Stanton has signed up for a Mousa Models
version which will go into production if
sufficient people commit to it.
 PROJECT: A mini layout for testing.
There have been no volunteers for this
proposal, first mooted about a year ago. Let
me know if you still think it worth
considering?
The proposal is for code 75 OO and for N
scale, probably code 55, but you decide!
This will be more about testing and less
about layout. It will be very small, about
12” by 46” and be minimum cost. Jim has a
spare baseboard on which we will create a
limited track test. The ideal would be to
make it multi-functional, eg It could involve
point motor wiring set ups, uncoupling guide
& tester and possible reverse-curved track to
check wheelbase and buffer-lock. Here’s a
chance for some of you to put your thinking ·
caps on for a design, for which it and the
subsequent build can be a mini-project to
run alongside Finchley and Aylesbury builds.
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 If you want your stock to run on club layouts
then it will need to conform to minimum
standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than
‘train set’, using code 75 track, and
Aylesbury (N scale) is using fine code 40.
For any layout we need to stock it with
appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles,
back-to-backs and couplings that will enable
the layout to operate smoothly. The OO
layouts use Sprat & Winkle couplings,
Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift
the layout. Do you have stock that is
suitably prepared, or maybe you need to
bring stock in for advice from other
members?
 Hornby Class 31 – this is suitable for
Finchley and Sutton, but caveat emptor!
The earliest batches, R2413, R2420, and
R2421 (but not those with suffixes A and B)
suffered badly from poor quality metal in
the chassis which causes it to corrode and
snap. As I know to my cost!
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At the end of March 1970 the Society attended the National Model Railway Exhibition at Central Hall in
Westminster, and John Wakeman recalls going. This was a 5 day show!
Here’s a copy of the entry in the programme
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